In the data tables below, the (electronic) potential energy of the optimized gas-phase structures and the solvation energy are designated E pot and E solv respectively. The combined ZPE and enthalpy corrections to 298 K are designated H corr and the corresponding gas-phase free energy correction to 298 K is designated G corr . The entropy correction, designated -0.5TS corr , is calculated by 0.5 x (G corr -H corr ). The free energy of each species, designated G 298 , is the sum of E elec , E solv , H corr and -0.5TS corr . DG values can be calculated from the difference in G 298 between the reactants and products, and therefore include the zero-point energy, enthalpic and entropic corrections to 298 K for a reaction in aqueous solution. The rightmost column (DG r ) is the relative free energy of each species with respect to formaldehyde, (neutral or protonated) pyrrole and water as the reference states. Using this choice of reference states, formaldehyde and pyrrole are assigned DG r = 0.0 and water molecules are added where necessary to ensure the reactions are stoichiometrically balanced. This allows us to quickly and easily visualize a map of the energy landscape, for the myriad reactions that can take place.
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In the main text, we discussed two challenges when calculating transition states. (1) When an additional proton is added to the system, cleanly optimizing an unconstrained transition state with the appropriate eigenvectors representing the bond-making/bond-breaking reaction coordinate was largely unsuccessful, with the exception of 1 + 5a à 6a.
(2) When using a neutral carboxylic acid as a proxy, while good transition states could be optimized, acetic acid had noticeably higher barriers than for water alone in some cases, and that fluoroacetic acid, with its lower pKa, essentially showed similar results to formic acid.
One reviewer made the very reasonable suggestion that these problems might be an artifact of B3LYP, and that we should try more modern functionals to see if this resolves the issue. Of the available functionals in Jaguar, we chose two commonly used more modern functionals, PBE0 (Perdew-Burke-Ernzehof with HF exact exchange in a 3:1 ratio) and M06-2X (Minnesota with 54% HF exchange recommended for main group kinetics). Unfortunately, this did not resolve the issues.
(1) Optimizing cationic transition states was similarly problematic.
(2) For neutral proxy acids, while acetic acid no longer had a higher barrier than water alone in most cases, other artifacts were introduced. The results and brief discussion are below. Figure 4 in the main text except that the PBE0 functional was used. Acetic acid no longer has a higher barrier than water alone in four of the six cases; for TS6aa the barrier was similar to water, and for TSe6aa the barrier was higher than water. Formic acid may still not scale with the other three acids. In four cases, there is a (non-monotonic) trend of decreasing barrier with decreasing pKa, but this was not the case for TS3fa and TS6fa. The hydration barriers (TS5xx) are marginally higher for the acids, but significantly higher for water at +24.4 kcal/mol. The dimerization barriers are significantly reduced and two have unrealistic "negative" barriers. The main general trend is similar compared to B3LYP results in the main paper: The proxy acid significantly stabilizes C-C bond formation (versus C-N) when adding CH 2 O to pyrrole. (Oddly though the barriers for adding to the nitrogen and the alpha-carbon in the water-only case are both ~19 kcal/mol.) The main difference compared to B3LYP is that the acid also now stabilizes the dehydration step. Unfortunately, the dimerization barriers look unrealistically low. In Figure S5b we show the analogous results using the M06-2X functional. For CH 2 O addition, the water-only barriers are in-line with B3LYP, with a slightly higher barrier for addition to nitrogen. Except for the oddly low TS4tfaa, CH 2 O addition catalyzed by proxy acid shows a uniform decreasing barrier as pKa decreases. With M06-2X, the dehydration barriers have been pushed higher -they might be unrealistically high, but there isn't sufficient experimental data to conclude this since the azafulvene is challenging to isolate. The dimerization barriers show the same artifacts as PBE0.
We have encountered negative barriers in previous work for the isomerization reaction of an amidic acid to an amide. One possibility we investigated (see J. Phys. Chem. A 2018, 122, 6769-6779) was that the "half-entropy" approximation was suspect for certain classes of reactions. However, the other results do not, on the whole, show improvement over B3LYP and new artifacts are introduced. It may be that our protocol, with its many approximations, works particularly well for B3LYP for the types of reactions we have studied thus far where only water was used as a proton-transfer catalyst. Not having tested PBE0 or M06-2X against experimental results may suggest that the hoped-for "error cancelation" when a computational chemist uses multiple approximations does not pan out -at least with our current protocol. We might need to modifications to our protocol as we consider acid-catalyzed reactions. This is alluded to in the main text as future work we plan to carry out since it is beyond the scope of the present manuscript.
Part 4a: XYZ coordinates of structures from Table S2 (Coordinates for structures in Table S1 can be found in our previous work.) 
